Hello faculty,

The leaves have turned, we’ve rolled back our clocks, and Thanksgiving has already come and gone! As we say goodbye to November, we greet a Featured Funder column spotlighting humanities and social science-focused opportunities for early career faculty. We continue our Sage Advice Series on “AI in Higher Education” with a column featuring Dorothy Zhang, a Class of 2025 Barnard College Student who shares insights on how scientists can leverage generative AI to communicate with larger audiences. Please note that the History of American Philanthropy column is on hold through January.

We have news stories and brief thumbnails of opportunities coming due in January. And in the back, we have six months’ worth of deadlines. (As always, check the website! Some of the later deadlines have not yet been released.) The next internal grant deadline for the 2023-2024 academic year is January 23rd, 2024 for Faculty Research Grants.

Lastly, IFSR is developing a survey to gauge faculty needs and ways we can continue to support your research and curricular endeavors. If you are interested in sharing any thoughts that could be helpful as we identify key survey priorities, we would love to hear from you at our upcoming office hours. As always, we will have office hours on Zoom the first Friday of the month. **Drop by Friday, December 1, any time from 10-11** to share thoughts for our survey, pitch a project, get advice on funding, or just say hi. You can find us here:

Join Zoom Meeting: [https://columbiauniversity.zoom.us/j/98766935924?pwd=VEsdGN1NFBsNTNJQ1hIVkFhdktziZz09](https://columbiauniversity.zoom.us/j/98766935924?pwd=VEsdGN1NFBsNTNJQ1hIVkFhdktziZz09)
Meeting ID: 987 6693 5924
Passcode: 493168

Tashiana Lipscomb, tlipscom@barnard.edu
In last month’s issue, we spotlighted fellowships supporting early career faculty in STEM fields. This month, we shift our focus to opportunities in the humanities and social sciences for early career faculty. The fellowships below encompass diverse disciplines in the humanities and social sciences, and welcome a range of project stages.

⇒ **ACLS Fellowships**: ACLS invites research proposals from scholars in all disciplines of the humanities and interpretive social sciences. ACLS Fellowships are intended to help untenured scholars, working on or off the tenure track, who have earned a PhD in the humanities or humanistic social sciences, devote six to twelve months to full-time research and writing at any appropriate site for research the fellowship. **Funding**: $60,000 for 12 months or $5,000/month; **Anticipated Deadline**: September 2024

⇒ **Kennan Institute Title VIII Research Scholarships**: Scholarships lasting three to nine months are available to academic participants in the early stages of their career (before tenure) or scholars whose careers have been interrupted or delayed. Research proposals examining the countries of Eurasia are eligible. Grant recipients are required to be in residence at the Institute in Washington, D.C. for the duration of their fellowship. **Funding**: $3,500/month for a 3-9 month period; **Anticipated Deadline**: January 2024

⇒ **CAORC-NEH Research Fellowship**: The Council of American Overseas Research Centers - National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) Research Fellowship provides the opportunity for scholars to spend significant time in one country with an Overseas Research Center as a base. The fellowship supports advanced research in the humanities, including history, philosophy, religious studies, linguistics, languages, literature, literary criticism, and visual and performing arts. **Funding**: $5000/month for a 4-6 month period; **Deadline**: January 24, 2024

⇒ **William T. Grant Scholars Program**: The program supports career development for promising early-career researchers. The program funds five-year research and mentoring plans that significantly expand researchers’ expertise in the focus areas of Reducing Inequality and Improving the Use of Research Evidence in ways that benefit youth. Applicants must be nominated by their institutions. **Funding**: $350,000 over five years; **Anticipated Deadline**: March, 2024

⇒ **J. Robert Beyster Fellowship, Louis O. Kelso Fellowship & Other Fellowships**: These fellowships are open to Ph.D. students, and junior and senior scholars for the 2024–2025 research fellowship competition in sociology—specifically economic sociology, inequality/poverty/mobility, organizations/occupations/work, sociology of race and gender, sociology of wealth and inequality, labor and labor movements, organizational sociology, political sociology, and social movements with particular interest in addressing wealth inequality. Scholars will be in residence at their own Universities. **Funding**: $25,000; **Deadline**: February 29, 2024

⇒ **NEH Summer Stipends**: The National Endowment for the Humanities Summer Stipends program aims to stimulate new research in the humanities and its publication. Small awards to individuals support projects at any stage of development, but especially early-stage research and late-stage writing. **Funding**: Maximum of $6,000; **Anticipated Deadline**: June 18, 2024

⇒ **Whiting Public Engagement Fellowship**: This fellowship funds public-facing projects in the humanities that are far enough along in development or execution that the nominee can present compelling, specific evidence that they will successfully engage the intended public. **Funding**: $50,000; **Anticipated Deadline**: Website shares to check back in early 2024 for more information.

While we hope this list helps, this is only a snapshot of the opportunities available in the humanities and social sciences. If you are interested in learning about more opportunities, feel free to email us and we would love to help create a tailored list of funding opportunities to your research goals.
Sage Advice: Leveraging AI to Communicate Ideas to Broader Audiences  
Feat. Dorothy Zhang

Before coming to Barnard, images of brainy people sitting in a room discussing esoteric matters came to Dorothy Zhang’s mind when she thought of “research.” When Dorothy attended an admitted students day at Barnard, she didn’t expect the possibility of conducting research to play such a vital role in deciding where to attend college. But after hearing Dr. Lydia Chilton, Assistant Professor in the Computer Science Department at Columbia University, speak beyond theoretical capabilities of technology to address the practical uses of AI that could help people now, Dorothy knew she wanted to get involved in research and attend Barnard.

This September, Dorothy, a Class of 2025 Computer Science major from Bellevue, Washington, presented research she conducted with Dr. Chilton as a Bridgewater Scholar. IFSR staff saw Dorothy’s poster presentation on how faculty can use AI to communicate complex science topics to broader audiences, and we knew she would have much to offer for our Sage Advice Series on AI in Higher Education. Dorothy’s work with Dr. Chilton strengthens the workflow of using generative AI to help create science-based content for Tweetorial, a Twitter based platform of threads of 280-character-maximum tweets that serve as tutorials for complex topics to larger audiences. The generative AI that Dorothy and Dr. Chilton have been refining helps researchers generate hooks and remove language barriers, such as jargon, which allows non-experts to learn and engage with complex topics. We sat down with Dorothy to learn more about her research. Here are a few takeaways about AI and how it can help you share your ideas:

⇒ Using Generative AI to help explain complex science topics can democratize information: Dorothy shared that, in her personal experience, she is developing an expertise in computer science, but can “sometimes feel like an infant” when engaging in other new and complex topics. Having access to a platform that can help complex ideas be more digestible has allowed her to follow her own curiosity and passion for learning new topics. Dorothy wants as many people to experience accessibility to new information, and the workflows used with generative AI has “helped streamline researchers’ writing process” to make information more democratized.

⇒ Generative AI can do more than replace jargon to help make research accessible: Dorothy emphasized the importance of replacing jargon in her research. Because Tweetorial is a space where information is aimed to be shared with those who may be seasoned and new to a topic, limiting scientific and academic jargon is important to “encourage the curiosity” of those hoping to learn more about a topic. While removing jargon avoids alienating those hoping to learn more, Dorothy shared that including intentional and relatable examples helps with accessibility to learning complex topics. Dorothy and Dr. Chilton’s research prioritizes using generative AI to identify relevant examples that help others connect to the learning experience.

⇒ The goal is to help researchers, not replace them: Dorothy stressed that, beyond democratizing information, a part of the goal of their research is to help “lighten the mental load of coming up with ideas from scratch” or get new ideas of how to communicate information. This model of generative AI operating as a support tool for scientists is still a challenging one and is not yet at a stage where AI can develop scripts for spaces like Tweetorial without the expertise of scientists to fill in gaps. Dorothy emphasized that scientists and their expertise are still invaluable. As best put by Dorothy, “the goal is not to use AI to create the best explanation of a topic but to support scientists as they do.”
News

**FROM THE NIH**

Your Feedback Sought on Proposed Updates to Research Misconduct Regulations:
By Mike Lauer, NIH Extramural Nexus, Posted November 21, 2023

For the first time in nearly two decades, the regulations and policies governing how we address research misconduct associated with NIH (and other Public Health Service) funding are being updated. We are sharing this announcement on behalf of our colleagues with the HHS Office of Research Integrity (ORI) to ensure we continue maintaining and promoting research integrity of NIH-supported research. <<more>>

**FROM THE NSF**

STEM Access for Persons with Disabilities
By NSF Staff, Posted September 28, 2023

NSF invites proposals and supplemental funding requests with the aim of increasing engagement of persons with disabilities in science, technology, engineering and mathematics fields across seven directorates. <<more>>

Veterans Research Supplement Program
By NSF Staff, Posted September 28, 2023

NSF invites supplement requests to support research by students and community college faculty who are veterans. <<more>>

NSF Virtual Grants Conference
Occurring December 4-7, 2023

Join the National Science Foundation for the Fall 2023 NSF Virtual Grants Conference, to be held during the week of December 4, 2023. The NSF Grants Conference is designed to give new faculty, researchers, and administrators key insights into a wide range of current issues at NSF. NSF staff will provide up-to-date information about policies and procedures, specific funding opportunities and answer attendee questions. <<more>>

NSF and Partners Kick Off the National Artificial Intelligence Research Resource Pilot Program
By NSF Staff, Posted November 9, 2023

Representatives from federal agencies, academia and the private sector gathered at the U.S. National Science Foundation to kick off a collaborative process to design a pilot program for a National Artificial Intelligence Research Resource (NAIRR). <<more>>

United Kingdom Approves First-Ever CRISPR Treatment, a Cure for Sickle Cell Disease and Beta Thalassemia
By Jocelyn Kaiser, Science Insider, Posted November 16, 2023

Questions loom about cost, which could total millions of dollars, and who will have access. The first approved CRISPR treatment is aimed in part at patients with sickle cell disease, which causes red blood cells to form a sickled shape. <<more>>

**FROM OTHER SOURCES**

Harsh workplace climate is pushing women out of academia
By Yvaine Ye, CU Boulder Today, Posted October 20, 2023

A team from the University of Colorado Boulder analyzed employment records and surveyed thousands of current and former faculty to understand what factors led to faculty leaving academic jobs. <<more>>

AI Executive Order Sets Foundation for Regulation, Research, and STEM Visa Reforms:
By Jacob Taylor, FYI: Science Policy News, Posted November 14, 2023
An order by President Biden places new rules on developers of “dual use” AI models, proposes visa reforms to attract talent in AI and other critical technologies, and directs agencies to expand research on AI applications. <<more>>

House Approves Ban on Gain-of-Function Pathogen Research
By Jocelyn Kaiser, Posted November 15, 2023
Although it may not become law, measure worries microbiologists, who say it could halt low-risk research on flu vaccines and other common viruses. <<more>>

Researchers Hampered In Efforts to Share Data
By Kathryn Palmer, Inside Higher Ed, Posted November 15, 2023
A new report found that researchers across a range of disciplines lacked support for their efforts to manage and share research data. <<more>>

Correcting Scientific Errors Advances the Research Enterprise:
By H. Holden Thorp, Science, Posted November 9, 2023
Corrections have been conflated with misconduct and carry stigma. Yet correcting the record is essential to strengthening integrity in science. <<more>>

First Detailed U.S. Scientific Integrity Draft Policies Get Mixed Responses
By Phie Jacobs, Science Insider, Posted October 23, 2023
Watchdog groups point to holes in what health agencies say they plan to do. Watchdog groups say policies intended to prevent political interference with science at the Department of Health and Human Services don’t go far enough. <<more>>

Grant Opportunities

GENERAL INTERESTS AND CROSS-DISCIPLINARY

Larry J. Hackman Research Residency Program
Deadline: January 15
“The Larry J. Hackman Research Residency Program supports advanced work on New York State history, government, or public policy using archival records in the State Archives. The program is intended to defray travel-related research expenses and support on-site research at the Archives by faculty and graduate students in the humanities and social, natural, and life sciences; public historians; and teachers.” <<link>>

Harvard University
Houghton Library Visiting Fellowship
Deadline: January 19
“The Visiting Fellowship program offers scholars at all stages of their careers funding to pursue projects that require in-depth research on the library’s holdings, as well as opportunities to draw on staff expertise and participate in intellectual life at Harvard.” <<link>>

ARTS AND HUMANITIES

San Jose State University
Steinbeck Fellowships in Creative Writing
Deadline: January 3
“The Steinbeck Fellows Program, endowed through the generosity of Martha Heasley Cox, offers emerging writers of any age and background the opportunity to pursue a significant writing project during their fellowship tenure. The emphasis of the program is on helping writers who have had some success but have not published extensively, and whose promising work would be aided by the financial support and sponsorship of the Center and the University’s creative writing program.”

Return to table of contents
Leon Levy Center for Biography at the Graduate Center, CUNY
Fellowships
Deadline: January 4
“The Leon Levy Center for Biography offers four resident fellowships and one Sloan fellowship for a biography in science. Awards include writing space at the CUNY Graduate Center, full access to research facilities, research assistance and a stipend of $72,000. The period of the residencies is September – May of each year.”

Yale Center for British Art
Visiting Scholars Program
Deadline: January 5
“Awardees will receive a dedicated working space in the museum's Reference Library and are encouraged to participate in events and programs at the museum, and to engage with the scholarly community of the university. They are also able to take advantage of the extensive collections at other Yale museums and libraries.”

National Endowment for the Humanities
Digital Humanities Advancement Grant
Deadline: January 11
“The Digital Humanities Advancement Grants program (DHAG) supports innovative, experimental, and/or computationally challenging digital projects, leading to work that can scale to enhance scholarly research, teaching, and public programming in the humanities.”

The Library Company of Philadelphia
Short Term fellowships
Deadline: January 15
“The Library Company of Philadelphia and the Historical Society of Pennsylvania offer many opportunities for support in the form of one-month fellowships for research in residence in either or both institutions. These two independent research libraries, adjacent to each other in Center City Philadelphia, have complementary collections capable of supporting research in a variety of fields and disciplines relating to the history of the United States and the Atlantic world from the 17th through the 19th centuries, as well as Mid-Atlantic regional history to the present.”

Winterthur
Fellowships
Deadline: January 15
“Winterthur is the premier museum of American decorative arts, with an unparalleled collection of nearly 90,000 objects made or used in America since 1640. The collection is displayed in the magnificent 175-room house, much as it was when the family of founder Henry Francis du Pont called it home. Winterthur is also 1,000 acres of protected meadows, woodlands, ponds, and waterways. The 60-acre garden, designed by du Pont, is among America’s best, with magnificent plantings and massive displays of color throughout the year. The graduate degree programs and extensive research library make Winterthur an important center for the study of American art and culture.”

Ellen Meloy Fund
Desert Writers Award
Deadline: January 15
“The Ellen Meloy Fund for Desert Writers grants one $5,000 award in the spring of each year. Only proposals for literary or creative nonfiction book projects will be considered. No fiction or poetry proposals will be reviewed. The Fund supports writing that combines an engaging individual voice, literary sensibility, imagination and intellectual rigor to bring new perspectives and deeper meaning to the body of desert
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literature. All applications will be reviewed through a peer-panel process.”

Folger Shakespeare Library
Short Term Fellowship
Deadline: January 15
“Short-term fellowships support scholars whose work would benefit from significant primary research for one, two, or three months, with a monthly stipend of $4,000. These fellowships are designed to support a concentrated period of full-time work on research projects that draw on the strengths of the Folger’s collections and programs. Additionally, these on-site, virtual, or hybrid fellowships provide researchers with the opportunity to engage in collections-based research within an interdisciplinary community as well as informal opportunities to discuss their research with and receive feedback from this community regularly.”

The John Carter Brown Library at Brown University
Fellowships
Deadline: January 16
“Fellowships are awarded to scholars to support dedicated research, either remotely or in residence, in the JCB’s collections. Fellowship awards include a stipend, which varies for short and long-term fellowships.”

Adolph & Esther Gottlieb Foundation
Individual Support Grants
Deadline: January 17
“The Foundation wishes to encourage artists who have dedicated their lives to developing their art, regardless of their level of commercial success. Please note that these grants are available only to individual painters, sculptors, and printmakers who have worked in a mature phase of art for 20 years or more.”

National Endowment for the Arts
Translation Projects Fellowship
Deadline: January 18
“Through fellowships to published translators, the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) supports projects for the translation of specific works of prose, poetry, or drama from other languages into English. The work to be translated should be of interest for its literary excellence and merit. We encourage translations of writers and of work that are not well represented in English, as well as work that has not previously been translated into English. The NEA is committed to diversity, equity, inclusion, and fostering mutual support for the diverse beliefs and values of all individuals and groups.”

American Council of Learned Societies
Robert H.N. No Family Foundation Buddhism Public Scholars grant
Deadline: January 18
“The Robert H. N. Ho Family Foundation Buddhism Public Scholars Fellowships in Buddhist Studies places recent recipients of the PhD in professional positions at host institutions (museums, libraries, and publications) that present and interpret knowledge of Buddhist traditions. The selected Buddhism Public Scholars will use their academic knowledge and professional expertise to bolster the capacity of host institutions in the area of Buddhist art and thought in any tradition and location where Buddhism is practiced. We expect the Buddhism Public Scholars initiative to nurture mutually beneficial partnerships between scholars and hosts that will help disseminate knowledge of Buddhist traditions to broad publics.”

Virginia Museum of History and Culture
Research Fellowship and Award
Deadline: January 26
“Founded in 1831, the Virginia Historical Society is a private, nonprofit, educational institution supported by membership dues and endowment. Its wealth of cataloged materials includes books,
pantings, photographs, maps, broadsides, newspapers, artifacts, and more than eight million manuscripts.”

**Money for Women/Barbara Deming Memorial Fund**  
**Deadline:** January 31  
“Support grants ($500 - $2000) to individual feminist women in the arts with primary residence in the US and Canada.”

**University of London Institute of Advanced Legal Studies Visiting Research Fellowship Programme**  
**Deadline:** January 31  
“The IALS Visiting Research Fellowship Programme hosts academics and practitioners to undertake research and to participate in and enrich the research life of the Institute. IALS Visiting Research Fellowships are intended to create close working relationships with scholars and practitioners from other institutions in the UK and overseas who are undertaking work within fields covered by or adjacent to its own research programmes.”

**Education**

**National Science Foundation**  
**Improving Undergraduate STEM Education: IUSE EDU**  
**Deadline:** January 17  
“Supports projects to improve STEM teaching and learning for undergraduate students, including studying what works and for whom and how to transform institutions to adopt successful practices in STEM education.”

**Spencer Foundation**  
**Large Research Grants**  
**Deadline:** January 24  
“The Large Research Grants on Education Program supports education research projects that will contribute to the improvement of education, broadly conceived, with budgets ranging from $125,000 to $500,000 for projects ranging from one to five years. We anticipate awarding grants with budgets across each of the following funding tiers -- $125,000 to 250,000; $250,001 to $375,000; and $375,001 to $500,000. Within each of our funding tiers, we evaluate projects within tier and strongly encourage applicants to submit for funding that best fits their project rather than applying for the highest amount. We accept Intent to Apply forms twice a year.”

**Social Sciences**

**William T. Grant Foundation**  
**Research Grants on Reducing Inequality**  
**Deadline:** January 10  
“This program supports research to build, test, or increase understanding of programs, policies, or practices to reduce inequality in the academic, social, behavioral, or economic outcomes of young people ages 5-25 in the United States.”

**William T. Grant Foundation**  
**Research Grants on Improving the Use of Research Evidence**  
**Deadline:** January 10  
“This program supports research on strategies focused on improving the use, usefulness, and impact of evidence in ways that benefit young people ages 5-25 in the United States.”

**The Leakey Foundation**  
**Research Grants**  
**Deadline:** January 10  
“The Leakey Foundation exclusively funds research related to human origins. Priority of funding is commonly given to exploratory phases of promising new research projects that meet the stated purpose of the Foundation. The majority of The Leakey Foundation’s Research Grants awarded to
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doctoral students are in the $3,000-$15,000 range with a funding limit of $20,000. Larger grants given to senior scientists and post-doctoral researchers may be funded up to $30,000. “<<link>>

National Science Foundation
Social Psychology
Deadline: January 16
“Supports research and infrastructure to advance knowledge of human social behavior, including neural and physiological patterns; thought and emotion processes; and intentions, actions and habits that explain ways of thinking about and relating to others.” <<link>>

National Science Foundation
Research on the Science and Technology Enterprise: Indicators, Statistics, and Methods (NCES S&T)
Deadline: January 16
“Supports using data on STEM to produce statistics and indicators about R&D activities and the STEM workforce as well as develop new data and analysis methodologies.” <<link>>

National Science Foundation
Cultural Anthropology Senior Research Award
Deadline: January 16
“Supports research aimed at understanding patterns, causes and consequences of human social and cultural variation, including research that has implications for confronting anthropogenic problems.” <<link>>

National Science Foundation
Developmental Sciences (DS)
Deadline: January 30
“Supports research on the cognitive, linguistic, social, cultural and biological processes involved in human development across the life span — illuminating the developmental processes that support individuals in living productive lives as members of society.” <<link>>

The Classical Association of the Middle West and South
Excavation/Field School Award
Deadline: January 30
“The Classical Association of the Middle West and South annually awards three $2000.00 scholarships for participation in summer excavation or field school at an archaeological site in the Greco-Roman world. These awards may support individuals engaged in any stage of the work, including physical excavation, illustration, digital recording, faunal and ceramic analysis. Generally, one award will be made to at least one graduate student and another to an undergraduate, but teachers at all levels of instruction are also eligible for this award.” <<link>>

National Science Foundation
Biological Anthropology
Deadline: January 31
“Supports field, laboratory and computational research on human and nonhuman primate adaptation, variation and evolution to advance knowledge about human origins and the dynamics between biology and culture.” <<link>>

LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDIES

Palestinian American Research Center
Fellowship for U.S. Scholars Conducting Field-Based Research on Palestine
Deadline: January 8
“The Palestinian American Research Center (PARC) announces its 25th annual U.S. research fellowship competition for research that will contribute to Palestinian Studies. Applicants must be doctoral students or scholars who have earned their PhD and must be U.S. citizens.” <<link>>
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American Classical League Scholarships
Deadline: January 15
“ACL wants to help our members enhance their teaching by encouraging them to travel, take courses, attend professional meetings, and engage in professional development that is concerned with Latin, Greek and the ancient world where these languages prevailed.”

Chiang Ching-Kuo Foundation for International Scholarly Exchange Publication Subsidies
Deadline: January 15
“Academic publishers or full-time faculty may apply for subsidies for the publication of scholarly works related to the goals of the Foundation. The publication may be in the form of a book or a monograph. Applications will be accepted for completed book manuscripts, but not for books in a series. Priority will be given to first book projects by junior scholars. Publication subsidies usually range between $5,000 to $10,000. Publication Subsidy Grants may only be used to cover editing, indexing, and other relevant publication costs.”

Esherick-Ye Family Foundation Grants
Deadline: January 19
“The Esherick-Ye Family Foundation was founded in 2016 by Joseph W. Esherick and his wife Ye Wa to support research on Chinese history and archaeology, fields to which they have devoted a lifetime of scholarship. The foundation offers small grants of up to $6000 to students and junior faculty for research and field work on China.”

Harvard University Ukrainian Research Institute HURI/Ukrainian Studies Research Fellowship Deadline: January 31
“HURI Research Fellowships in Ukrainian Studies are granted for a single academic term (typically 4 months) to scholars engaged in research pertaining to Ukraine.”

Harvard University Ukrainian Research Institute Petro Jacyk Distinguished Fellowship Deadline: January 31
“Jacyk Distinguished Fellowships are designed to bring senior scholars to Harvard University for one academic term of focused research in Ukrainian history, literature, philology, culture, and other related areas of study in the humanities and social sciences fields. While in residence, the Jacyk Distinguished Fellow will use Harvard's unique resources to work on significant and innovative projects in Ukrainian studies, and in general to further his or her professional development. In addition, the Jacyk Distinguished Fellow will preside over the Petro Jacyk Seminar in Ukrainian Studies, a forum presented as part of the HURI Seminar Series in Ukrainian Studies.”

NUS-Stanford
Lee Kong Chian Distinguished Fellowship on Contemporary Southeast Asia
Deadline: January 26
“Lee Kong Chian NUS-Stanford fellows spend three to four months at Stanford and three to four months at NUS writing and conducting research on, or related to, contemporary Southeast Asia.

American Psychological Association Congressional Fellowship
Deadline: January 5
“The purpose of this fellowship is to provide psychologists with an invaluable public policy learning experience, to contribute to the more effective use of psychological knowledge in government, and to broaden awareness about the value of psychology-
government interaction among psychologists and within the federal government.”

**National Science Foundation**

**Advancing Informal STEM Learning**

**Deadline:** January 10

“Supports research on the design, development and impact of STEM learning opportunities and experiences for the public in informal educational environments.”

**Kinship Conservation Fellows**

**Deadline:** January 14

“The Kinship Conservation Fellowship supports conservation practitioners across the globe. The program is designed to advance your career and equip you with new skills, insights, and analytical tools to accelerate the projects you lead at home.”

**Whitehall Foundation**

**Grants-in-Aid and Research Grants**

**Deadline:** January 15

“The Whitehall Foundation, through its program of grants and grants-in-aid, assists scholarly research in the life sciences. It is the Foundation’s policy to assist those dynamic areas of basic biological research that are not heavily supported by Federal Agencies or other foundations with specialized missions. In order to respond to the changing environment, the Whitehall Foundation periodically reassesses the need for financial support by the various fields of biological research.”

**McKnight Foundation**

**Scholar Award**

**Deadline:** January 15

“The McKnight Scholar Awards are given to exceptional young scientists who are in the early stages of establishing an independent laboratory and research career. The intent of the program is to foster the commitment by these scientists to research careers that will have an important impact on the study of the brain. The program seeks to support scientists committed to mentoring neuroscientists from underrepresented groups at all levels of training. Applicants for the McKnight Scholar Award must demonstrate their ability to solve significant problems in neuroscience, which may include the translation of basic research to clinical practice. They should demonstrate a commitment to an equitable and inclusive lab environment.”

**National Science Foundation**

**Research on the Science and Technology Enterprise: Statistics**

**Deadline:** January 16

“Supports using data on STEM to produce statistics and indicators about R&D activities and the STEM workforce as well as develop new data and analysis methodologies.”

**Simons Foundation**

**Collaboration on the Global Brain SCGB Transition to Independence Award**

**Deadline:** January 19

“The Simons Collaboration on the Global Brain (SCGB) Transition to Independence (TTI) program engages talented early-career scientists from diverse and/or historically underrepresented backgrounds to pursue research in systems and computational neuroscience and facilitates their transition into independent faculty positions at research institutions within or outside the U.S.”

**National Institutes of Health**

**Research Education Program (R25) Grants**

**Deadline:** January 25

“The purpose of this program is to support research education activities that: (a) Complement and/or enhance the training of a workforce to meet the nation’s biomedical, behavioral and clinical research needs; (b) Enhance the diversity of the biomedical, behavioral and clinical research workforce; (c) Help recruit individuals with specific specialty or disciplinary backgrounds to research careers in biomedical, behavioral and clinical sciences; or (d) Foster a better understanding of biomedical, behavioral and clinical research and its implications.”
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**National Institutes of Health**
**P-Series, R18, U18, R25**
Deadline: January 25

“P-Series: Program project/center grants are large, multi-project efforts that generally include a diverse array of research activities.”

R18, U18, R25: Research Demonstration, Education Projects”

**The L’Oréal USA for Women in Science Fellowship Program**
Deadline: January 26

“We’re seeking five exceptional female scientists looking to advance their research and serve as role models for the next generation of girls in STEM. Candidates must have completed their PhD and have started in their postdoctoral research position by the application deadline.”

**Library Science**

**University of Oregon Libraries**
**Le Guin Feminist Science Fiction Fellowship**
Deadline: January 5

“The intention of the Le Guin Feminist Science Fiction Fellowship is to encourage research within collections in the area of feminist science fiction. The UO Libraries Special Collections and University Archives (SCUA) houses the papers of authors Ursula K. Le Guin, Joanna Russ, James Tiptree, Jr., Kate Wilhelm, Suzette Haden Elgin, Sally Miller Gearhart, Kate Elliot, Molly Gloss, Laurie Marks, and Jessica Salmonson, along with Damon Knight. SCUA is also in the process of acquiring the papers of other key feminist science fiction authors.”

**National Endowment for the Humanities**
**Sustaining Cultural Heritage Collections**
Deadline: January 12

“Cultural institutions, including libraries, archives, museums, and historical organizations, face a complex challenge: to preserve humanities collections for future generations through environmentally sustainable preventive care strategies to reduce energy consumption and costs as well as to strengthen institutional resiliency in the face of a changing climate. Cultural institutions can accomplish this work most effectively through managing collections’ environment, including aspects such as temperature, relative humidity, pollutants, and light; providing protective storage enclosures and systems for collections; and safeguarding collections from theft, fire, floods, and other disasters. By using environmentally sustainable methods, institutions reduce reliance on fossil fuels and to ensure collections are better protected from current and future disasters.”

**Deadline Reminders**

Below are grants that are, or are expected to be, due in the next six months. For a list of grant deadlines for the whole year, please see our Grants Calendar on the Barnard website.

**GENERAL INTEREST AND CROSS-DISCIPLINARY**

December 1 — American Philosophical Society Franklin Research Grants
December 8 — Columbia University School of Journalism Anthony Lukas Prize Project Awards
December 8 — Council of American Overseas Research Center NEH Senior Research Fellowship
December 15 — Carey Institute for Global Good Logan Nonfiction Fellowship
January 14 — Harvard University Houghton Library Visiting Fellowship
January 15 — PEN America Writing for Justice Fellowship
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January 15 — New York State Archives Larry J. Hackman Research Residency Program
January 17 — King’s College London Georgian Papers Programme British Society for Eighteenth Century Studies Fellowship
February 24 — American Philosophical Society Fellowship University of Edinburgh
February 26 — Sharjah International Book Fair Translation Grant
February 28 — Center for the Study of Social Difference Faculty Working Groups
February 28 — European Commission Marie Sklodowska Curie Actions Research and Innovation Staff Exchange
Spring - Columbia University World Impact Grants (Deadline “anticipated spring 2023”)
March 1 — Council on Library and Information Resource (CLIR) Community Data Cohort
March 1 — National Science Foundation Mid-Career Advancement (MCA)
March 12 — Type Investigations Ida B. Wells Fellowship
March 15 — Rockefeller Archive Center Grants-in-Aid for Research
March 31 — Hagley Museum and Library Henry Belin du Pont Research Grants & Exploratory Research Grants
April 3 — Musee du guai Branté—Jacques Chirac Postdoctoral Fellowships
April 10 — Columbia Brown Institute Magic Grant
April 11 — National Geographic Society Grants Program
April 12 — National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowships
April 12 — National Geographic Society Grants Program
April 13 — Project Management Institute Sponsored Research Program
April 19 — National Endowment for the Humanities Mellon Fellowships for Digital Publication
April 26 — National Library of Australia Fellowships
April 30 — Lawrence Foundation Grants in Environment and Human Services
April 30 — Feminist Review Trust Awards
April 30 — Academic & Textbook Writing Grants
Rolling deadline — Columbia University Seminars Leonard Hastings Schoff Publication Fund
Rolling deadline — Earhart Foundation Fellowship Research Grants in Humanities & Social Sciences
Rolling deadline — Feminist Review Trust
Rolling deadline — Institute for Humane Studies Hayek Fund for Scholars—Covering conference and job interview travel
Rolling deadline — Pulitzer Center Travel Grants
Rolling deadline — Ruth Landes Memorial Research Fund
Rolling deadline — Puffin Foundation Investigative Fund
Rolling deadline — Type Investigations Ida B. Wells Fellowship
Rolling deadline — Type Investigations Wayne Barrett Project
Rolling deadline — Type Investigations H.D. Lloyd Fund for Investigative Journalism
Rolling deadline — Tools and Trades History Society Salaman Awards
Rolling deadline — Joyce Foundation Grants
Various — Global Grand Challenges Grants

ARTS & HUMANITIES

General Interest and Cross Disciplinary
December 1 — American Philosophy Society Franklin Research Grants
December 1 — Center for Research in Black Culture at the New York Public Library Scholars-in-Residence
December 1 — Institute for Citizens and Scholars Mellon Emerging Faculty Leaders Award
December 3 — Terra Foundation Academic Workshop & Symposium Grants
January 11 — National Endowment for the Humanities Digital Humanities Advancement Grant
January 31 — Money for Women/Barbara Deming Memorial Fund
January 31 — University of London Institute of Advanced Legal Studies Visiting Research Fellowship Programme
February 1 — National Science Foundation Perception, Action & Cognition Research Proposals
February 15 — National Endowment for the Humanities Institutes for Advanced Topics in the Digital Humanities
Grants and Fellowship Opportunities

February 26—Sharjah International Book Fair
Translation Grant
February 28—University of London School of Advanced Study Institute of Classical Studies Fellowships
February 28 (Various)—Fritz Thyssen Foundation Conference Grants
February 25—Graham Foundation Grants to Individuals Production and Presentation Grants
March (Anticipated)—University of London, School of Advanced Study Newton International Fellowships
March 1—The American Folklife Center Archie Green Fellowship
March 1—The American Folklife Center Gerald E. and Corinne L. Parsons Fund Award
March 1—The American Folklife Center Henry Reed Fund Award
March 1—The American Folklife Center Blanton Owen Fund Award
March 1—Kress Foundation Digital Art History Grants Program
March 3—American Philosophical Society Digital Humanities Fellowship
March 3—American Philosophical Society Library Short Term Resident Research Fellowships
March 5—National Endowment Division of Education Professional Development Programs
March 6—Mary Baker Eddy Library Fellowship Program
March 15—Netherlands Institute for Advanced Study Fellowships
April 1—Humanities New York Action Grants
April 12—National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowships
April 19—National Endowment for the Humanities - Mellon Fellowships for Digital Publication
April 20—Society for Classical Studies Pedagogy Award
May 22—The Gerda Henkel Foundation General Research Grants
Rolling deadline—Chung-Hwa Institute of Buddhist Studies Grant for Book-length Monographs
Rolling deadline—Gladys Krieble Delmas Foundation
Rolling deadline—J.M. Kaplan Fund Furthermore

Grants in Publishing
Rolling deadline—Lam Institute for East-West Studies Visiting Fellowship
Rolling deadline—Max Kade Foundation
Rolling deadline—New York Council for the Humanities Vision Grants
Rolling deadline—Renaissance Society of America RSA-Patricia H. Labalme Fellowship
Rolling deadline—Renaissance Society of America RSA-Newberry Fellowship
Rolling deadline—Renaissance Society of America RSA-Huntington Fellowship
Rolling deadline—Institute for Humane Studies Hayek Fund for Scholars—Covering conference and job interview travel
Rolling deadline—Pulitzer Center Travel Grants
Rolling deadline—Ruth Landes Memorial Research Fund
Various—Society for Classical Studies Awards, Scholarships, and Fellowships
Various—University of London, School of Advanced Study Institute/Consortium Fellowships

Art History & Architecture
December 9—Terra Foundation Convening
December 15—Kress Foundation History of Art Grants Program
December 15—Kress Foundation Conservation Grant Program
December 15—Thoma Foundation Marilyn Thomas Fellowship in Spanish Colonial Art
December 18—Center for Italian Modern Art Fellowship Program
January 23—Yale Center for British Art Visiting Scholar Awards
February 1—University of Connecticut Humanities Institute Residential Fellowships
February 1—Centre for Ethics at the University of Toronto Visiting Faculty Fellowships
February 1—American Institute of Architects, New York Arnold W. Brunner Grant
February 13—National Endowment for the Arts—Art Works II: Media Arts
February 15—Wabash Center for Teaching and Learning in Theology and Religion Project Grants
Grants and Fellowship Opportunities

Various — American School of Classical Studies at Athens Fellowship
March 15 — University of Cincinnati Tytus Fellowship Program
March 15— College Art Association Millard Meiss Publication Fund
April 1— Kress Foundation Interpretative Fellowships at Art Museums

Creative Arts
December 15 - Howard Gilman Foundation Grant
January 3— San Jose State University Steinbeck Fellows in Creative Writing
January 4— Leon Levy Center for Biography at the Graduate Center, CUNY Fellowships
January 9— Bronx Council on the Arts Bronx Recognizes Its Own (BRIO)
January 15— Ellen Meloy Fund Desert Writers Award
January 15— Winterthur Maker-Creator Fellowship
January 31— Barbara Deming Memorial Fund
February 1— Harvard University Woodberry Poetry Room Creative Fellowship
February 9— National Endowment for the Arts Grants for Arts Projects
February 10— Macdowell Colony Residencies
February 10— New York State Council on the Arts/ New York Foundation for the Arts Artists’ Fellowships
February 10— The Macdowell Colony Residencies
February 11— National Endowment for the Arts Grants for Organizations Art Works
February 15— Vermont Studio Center Fellowships
February 15— American Musico logical Society Subventions for Publications
February 28— Association for Recorded Sound Collections Research Grants Program
February 28— Association of Writers and Writing Programs Award Series
March (Anticipated)— National Endowment for the Arts Creative Writing Fellowships
March 1— Warhol Foundation Grants for Curatorial Programs
March 1— New England Foundation for the Arts National Dance Project Production Grant
March 7— Mid Atlantic Arts Foundation ArtsCONNECT
March 14— Bogliasco Foundation Fellowships
March 27— Mid Atlantic Arts Foundation USArtists International Program
March 28— Cave Canem Community of Writers at Squaw Valley Workshop Scholarships
March 31— Creative Capital Awards
Rolling deadline (6-8 weeks before performance) — Foundation for Contemporary Arts Emergency Grants
April 1— Zone 3 Press Creative Nonfiction Book Awards
April 4— Halcyon Arts Lab Fellowship for Emerging Artists
April 7— National Endowment for the Arts Research: Art Works
April 7— National Endowment for the Arts Research Grants in the Arts
April 8— Oxford American Jeff Baskin Writers Fellow
April 10— Enterprise Rose Fellowship
April 25— Whiting Creative Nonfiction Grant
April 27— National Endowment for the Arts Challenge America Grants
April 28— Mapfund Grants
April 28— Harpo Foundation Grants for Visual Artists
April 30— Studio Museum in Harlem Artist-in-Residence
Rolling deadline — Pollock-Krasner Foundation Grant Program
Various— Artist Trust Grants

English Literature and Translation
January 18— National Endowment for the Arts Translation Projects Fellowship
February 1— Children’s Literature Association Faculty Research Grants
March 1— University of London Institute of English Studies Fellowship

Gender Studies
January 26— Virginia Museum of History and Culture Research Fellowship and Award
Rolling— Reed Foundation Ruth Landes Memorial Research Fund
# Grants and Fellowship Opportunities

**History**

- December 1 — Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum A. Verville Fellowship
- December 1 — Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum Charles A. Lindbergh Chair in Aerospace History
- December 1 — Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum Guggenheim Fellowship
- December 1 — Shelby Cullom Davis Center for Historical Studies
- December 1 — Princeton History Department Fellowships
- December 30 — MLA Humanities Innovation Grant
- January 15 — American Antiquarian Society Long-Term Fellowships
- January 15 — Western Association of Women Historians Awards and Prizes
- January 26 — Virginia Historical Society Research and Fellowship Awards
- Rolling deadline — University of Florida Samuel Proctor Oral History Program Julian Pleasants Travel Award
- Rolling deadline — The Huntington Dibner Program in the History of Science
- March 6 — Mary Baker Eddy Library Fellowship Program
- March 24 — The Society for the Study of French History Visiting Scholars
- April 1 — American Historical Association Fellowship in Aerospace History
- April 1 — Thomas Jefferson Foundation Short Term Fellowships
- April 15 — The American Congregational Association Boston Athenæum Fellowship
- April 22 — University of London, School of Advanced Study Institute of Historical Research Fellowships
- May 15 — Gilder Lehrman Fellowships
- May 15 — American Historical Society Joan Kelly Memorial Prize
- May 15 — American Historical Society William and Edwyna Gilbert Award

**Religion**

- January 18 — American Council of Learned Societies Robert H. N. No Family Foundation Buddhist Public Scholars grant
- February 1 — Association for the Sociology of Religion Joseph H. Fichter Research Grant Competition
- March 31 — Max van Berchem Foundation Research Grant for Islamic and Arabic Studies

**Education**

- December 1 — Brady Education Foundation Grants
- December 5 — Spencer Foundation Small Research Grants
- January 15 ("late January" for Intent to Apply) — Spencer Foundation Large Research Grants
- January 17 — National Science Foundation Improving Undergraduate STEM Education: IUSE EDU
- February 1 — National Education Association Foundation Learning and Leadership Grants
- February 8 — National Science Foundation Science of Learning and Augmented Intelligence
- March 15 — International Literacy Association Mar-yann Manning Special Service Award
- March 15 — International Literacy Association Jerry Johns Outstanding Teacher Educator in Reading Award
- March 31 — Horne Family Foundation
- April 1 — Brady Education Foundation Grants
- April 27 — National Education Association Foundation Learning and Leadership Grants
- Rolling deadline — Cornell Douglas Foundation Grants
- Various — Institute of Education Science Research Grants

**Social Sciences**

- General Interest and Cross Disciplinary
  - December 1 — Princeton University Center for the Study of Democratic Politics (CSDP) Fellowships
  - December 7 — Columbia Journalism School J. Anthony Lukas Work-in-Progress Award
  - December 14 — Ploughshares Foundation Projects that Promote a Nuclear-Free World
  - December 31 — Rutgers University Beyster Postdoctoral Fellowship
  - December 31 — Rutgers University, The Louis O.
Grants and Fellowship Opportunities/Deadline Reminders

**Kelso Fellowships**
January 11—William T. Grant Foundation Research Grants on Reducing Inequality
January 11—William T. Grant Foundation Research Grants on Improving the Use of Research Evidence
January 16—National Science Foundation Social Psychology
January 16—National Science Foundation Research on the Science and Technology Enterprise: Indicators, Statistics, and Methods (NCSES S&T)
January 30—National Science Foundation Developmental Sciences (DS)
February 1—American Economics Association Summer Economics Fellowships
February 1—National Science Foundation Perception, Action & Cognition
February 2—National Science Foundation Science of Organizations
Spring (anticipated)—Ploughshares Foundation Projects that Promote a Nuclear-Free World
March 15—Gerald R. Ford Library Research Travel Grants Program
March 30—European University Institute Fernand Braudel Senior Fellowship
April 1—Truman (Harry S.) Library Institute Research Grants - Truman Library Institute
April 19—American Speech-Language-Hearing Foundation New Investigators Research Grant
April 24—National Institute of Justice W.E.B Du Bois Program
Various—Russell Sage Foundation Small Grants Program
Rolling deadline—Congressional Budget Office Visiting Scholar
Rolling deadline—Smith Richardson Foundation Grants
TBA—Columbia University Population Research Center (CPRC) Seed Grant

**Anthropology and Archeology**
December 6—The Classical Association of the Middle West and South Faculty-Undergraduate Collaborative Research Projects
January 10—The Leakey Foundation Research Grants
January 16—National Science Foundation Cultural Anthropology Senior Research Award
January 30—The Classical Association of the Middle West and South Excavation/Field School Award
January 31—National Science Foundation Biological Anthropology
April (anticipated)—Society for Classical Studies Ludwig Koenen Fellowship for Training in Papyrology
April 20—Society for Classical Studies Pedagogy Award
May 1—Wenner Gren Foundation Fejos Postdoctoral Fellowship
May 1—Wenner Gren Foundation Hunt Postdoctoral Fellowship
May 1—Wenner Gren Foundation Post-Ph.D. Research Grants
Rolling—National Science Foundation High-Risk Research in Biological Anthropology and Archaeology (among others related to Archaeology and Archaeometry)

**Political Science**
December 16—American Political Science Association Awards Recognizing Excellence in the Profession
March 1—Kettering Foundation Katherine W. Fanning Residency in Journalism and Democracy
April 15—American Political Science Association Small Research Grant Program
April 24—NIJ W.E.B. Du Bois Program of Research on Reducing Racial and Ethnic Disparities in the Justice System
Rolling deadline—Baylor Collections of Political Materials Dowdy Research Grant
Various—American Political Science Association Award

**Sociology**
February 17—National Institutes of Health Ethical, Legal, and Social Implications of Genomic Research Small Research Grant Program
Rolling—National Science Foundation Sociology

**Language and Area Studies**
December 1—American Institute for Sri Lankan...
Deadline Reminders

**Studies Fellowship Program**
December 1 — **International Institute for Asian Studies Fellowship**
December 1 — **Freie Universität Berlin Fellowship**
December 15 — **Venetian Research Program for Individual Scholars**
December 15 — **American Schools of Oriental Research Mesopotamian Fellowship**
December 17 — **Society for French Historical Studies Research Travel Award**
December 17 — **Society for French Historical Studies Research Fellowship**

**January 10** — **The Leakey Foundation Research Grants**
January 15/March 15 — **American Classical League Scholarships**
January 15 — **Chiang Ching-Kuo Foundation for International Scholarly Exchange Publication Subsidies**
January 19 — **Esherick-Ye Family Foundation Grants**
January 26 — **Lee Kong Chian NUS-Stanford Distinguished Fellowship on Contemporary Southeast Asia**

**February 1** — **Center for Middle Eastern Studies, Harvard University Visiting Researcher Program**
February 1 — **American Center of Oriental Research (ACOR) Research Fellowships**
February 8 — **American Institute for Yemeni Studies Fellowships for Study and Research in Yemen**
February 4 — **Harvard Center for European Studies Visiting Scholars and Fellows Program**
February 15 — **The Jacobs Research Funds and the Kinkade Language and Culture Fund Research Funds**

**March 1** — **American Studies Association John Hope Franklin Publication Prize**
March 1 — **OEAD, Austria Franz Werfel Scholarship**
April 1/September 1 — **Association for Asian Studies First Book Subvention Program**
April 1 — **Harriman Institute, Columbia University Faculty Publication Grants**
April 26 — **National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowships for Advanced Social Science Research in Japan**

**May 1** — **Trust for Mutual Understanding Grants**

**May 15** — **American Historical Association John F. Richards Prize**
May 31 — **Center for Chinese Studies Research Grant**
Rolling deadline — **Chung-Hwa Institute of Buddhist Studies Grant for Book-length Monographs in Chinese Buddhism**
Rolling deadline — **Columbia University European Institute Faculty Research Grants**
Rolling deadline — **Columbia University Institute of Latin American Studies FT Faculty Research Grants**
Rolling deadline — **Japan Foundation Grant for Japanese Studies**
Rolling deadline — **Japan Foundation Grant for Art and Culture**
Rolling — **Baylor University Libraries Texas Collection Wardlaw Fellowship**

**Various** — **Harriman Center at Columbia University Faculty Research Support**

---

**STEM**

**General Interest and Cross Disciplinary**
December 1 — **Google Research Scholar Program**
December 13 — **Morris Animal Foundation Equine Behavior and Welfare Grant Proposals**
December 14 — **Office of Naval Research Summer Faculty Research Program**
December 14 — **Blavatnik Family Foundation US Regional Awards**
January 10 — **National Science Foundation Advancing Informal STEM Learning**
January 15 — **Whitehall Foundation Grants-in-Aid and Research Grants**
January 16 (applications open November 2023) — **Kinship Conservation Fellows**

**January 16** — **National Science Foundation Research on the Science and Technology Enterprise: Statistics and Surveys**
January 25 — **National Institutes of Health Research Education Program (R25) Grants**
January 25 — **National Institutes of Health P-Series, R18, U18, R25**
February 1 — **National Academies of Science, Engineering, Medicine National Research Council Research Associateship Programs**
Deadline Reminders

**February 1**—American Philosophical Society/NASA Lewis and Clark Fund for Field Research in Astrobiology Grants

**February 1**—Dreyfus Foundation Camille Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar Awards

**February 9**—National Science Foundation A Science of Science Policy Approach to Analyzing and Innovating the Biomedical Research Enterprise (SCISIPBIO)

**February 12**—Burroughs Wellcome Fund Innovation in Regulatory Science

**February 15**—Esther A. & Joseph Kingenstein Fund Fellowship Awards in the Neurosciences

**February 16**—National Institutes of Health R21, Exploratory/Developmental Grant and R33, Exploratory/Developmental Grant Phase II

**February 16**—National Institutes of Health R34, Clinical Trial Planning Grant

**February 16**—NIH R21 Renewal

**February 16**—NIH R03 Renewal

**February 16**—NIH R15 New

**February 16**—The Franklin Institute Benjamin Franklin Medal

**February 16**—National Speleological Society Research Grants

**February 16**—Columbia Center for Science and Society Course Development in Science and Society

**February 16**—National Institutes of Health R21 Renewal, Resubmission, Revision

**February 16**—National Institutes of Health R03 Renewal, Resubmission, Revision

**February 25**—National Institutes of Health R15 New, Renewal, Resubmission, Revision

**February 28**—Engineering Information Foundation Women in Engineering Grant Program

**March (anticipated)**—Behavior Research Foundation NARSAD Young Investigator Research Grants

**March (anticipated)**—Human Frontier Science Program Research Grants

**March 15**—Sigma Xi Research Grants

**March 15**—The Eppley Foundation for Research

**March 15**—Scoliosis Research Society Research Grants

**April 1**—Breakthrough Prizes in Fundamental Physics, Life Sciences, and Mathematics

**April 7**—Foundation for Women’s Wellness Research Grant

**April 12**—R13, U13 Conference Grants and Conference Cooperative Agreements

**April 15**—Whitehall Foundation Grants-in-Aid and Research Grants

**Rolling**—National Science Foundation Opportunities for Promoting Understanding through Synthesis (OPUS)

**Rolling**—The Franklin Institute Benjamin Franklin Medal

**Rolling**—National Speleological Society Research Grants

**Rolling**—Columbia Center for Science and Society Course Development in Science and Society

**Rolling**—National Institutes of Health Secure and Trustworthy Cyberspace (SaTC)

**Rolling**—National Science Foundation Mathematical Biology

**Biology and Earth Science**

**December 1**—Oak Spring Garden Foundation Fellowships/Library Opportunities

**December 15**—Gruber Foundation Genetics Prize

**February 1**—National Science Foundation Frontier Research in Earth Sciences (FRES)

**February 5**—National Science Foundation Integrated Earth Systems

**February 15**—National Science Foundation Ocean Technology and Interdisciplinary Coordination

**February 17**—Simons Foundation Fellowships in Marine Microbial Ecology

**May 31, November 30**—National Speleological Society Int’l Exploration Grants

**Rolling**—National Speleological Society Research Grants

**Rolling**—National Science Foundation Environmental Biology

**Rolling**—National Science Foundation Long Term Research in Environmental Biology

**Chemistry**

Active funding opportunities for Chemistry from the National Science Foundation can be found here.

**December 16**—American Chemical Society Green Chemistry Grant

**February 28**—American Association for Clinical Chemistry Outstanding Scientific Achievement Awards

**February 28**—American Association for Clinical Chemistry Outstanding Scientific Achievements by a Young Investigator

**Rolling deadline**—American Chemical Society Community Recognition Grants
### Deadline Reminders

**Rolling deadline**—[Chemical Heritage Foundation](#) Travel Grants

**Engineering**  
February 28—[Engineering Information Foundation Women in Engineering Grant Program](#)

**Health and Medicine**  
December 15—[American Federation for Aging Research Glenn Foundation for Medical Research and AFAR Grants for Junior Faculty](#)

February 5—[National Institutes of Health R01 Research Grants](#)

February 16—[New York Stem Cell Foundation Investigator Awards](#)

March (anticipated)—[Sontag Foundation Distinguished Scientist Awards](#)

**Mathematics and Physics**  
December 1—[Institute for Advanced Study, School of Mathematics Membership](#)

December 1—[American Physical Society Congressional Science Fellowships](#)

December 12—[National Science Foundation Directorate for Mathematical & Physical Sciences](#)

December 15—[Gruber Foundation Cosmology Prize](#)

December 15—[National Science Foundation Statistics](#)

February 16—[Institutes for Advanced Study Women and Mathematics](#)

April 1—[American Astronomical Society Chretien International Research Grants](#)

Rolling deadline—[National Science Foundation Conferences and Workshops in the Mathematical Sciences](#)

Rolling deadline—[Simons Foundation Targeted Grants in Mathematics and Physical Sciences](#)

Rolling—[National Science Foundation Computational and Data-Enabled Science and Engineering in Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (CDS&E-MSS)](#)

Various—[American Physics Society Fellows](#)  
[Psychology and Neuroscience](#)

December 1—[Austen Riggs Center Erikson Scholar Program](#)

December 15—[Gruber Foundation Neuroscience Prize](#)

December 15—[McGovern Institute Scolnick Prize in Neuroscience](#)

December 23—[Brain Research Foundation Seed Grant](#)

December 31—[American Psychological Foundation Dr. Rosalee G. Weiss Lecture for Outstanding Leaders in Psychology](#)

January 5—[American Psychological Association Congressional Fellowship](#)

January 15—[McKnight Foundation Scholar Award](#)

February 1—[Society for the Teaching of Psychology Instructional Resource Award](#)

February 8—[Society for the Advancement of Behavioral Analysis International Development Grant](#)

February 13—[National Science Foundation Cognitive Neuroscience](#)

February 15—[Klingenstein-Simons Fellowship Awards in the Neurosciences](#)

February 15—[American Psychological Foundation Dr. Christine Blasey-Ford Grant](#)

February 15—[American Psychological Foundation Trauma Psychology Grant](#)

February 16—[New York Stem Cell Foundation Neuroscience Investigator Awards](#)

March 1—[American Psychological Foundation Esther Katz Rosen Fund](#)

April 1—[American Psychological Foundation Visionary Grants](#)

April 1—[Society for the Teaching of Psychology Conference Speak Grant Program](#)

April 15—[APF John and Polly Sparks Early Career Grant for Psychologists Investigating Serious Emotional Disturbance](#)

**Library Science**

December 15 - [ACLS Digital Justice Grants](#)

January 5 - [University of Oregon Libraries Le Guin Feminist Science Fiction Fellowship](#)

January 12 - [National Endowment for the Humanities National Digital Newspaper Program](#)
Deadline Reminders

January 12 - National Endowment for the Humanities Sustaining Cultural Heritage Collections

February 7—CLIR - Leading Change Institute
February 28—Society of American Archivists Fellows

February 28—Association for Recorded Sound Collections Research Grants

March 17—OCLA/ALISE Library and Information Science Research Grant Program

Rolling—International Association of Sound and Audiovisual Archives Research Grants

Rolling—International Association of Sound and Audiovisual Archives Research Grants